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Atlanta Hawks: 2015-16 player profiles  

By Tom Haberstroh 

Here are our 2015-16 player scouting reports and analysis for the Atlanta Hawks. 

Projected starters 

 

 

Jeff Teague 

Position: Guard 

Experience: 6 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Quick pick-and-roll point guard who thrives in space 

+ Elite foul shooter and floater but turnover-prone on breaks 

+ Great hands but nothing special defensively 

Analysis 

It seems like yesterday Teague couldn't get off the bench behind Mike Bibby andJamal Crawford in 

Atlanta, but Teague earned an All-Star bid after helping the Hawks to a franchise-record 60 wins last 

season. Teague raised his assist percentage and notched a career high in true shooting percentages by 

turning his iffy jump shot into a real weapon off the dribble. 

Teague is a pick-and-roll specialist who can slice into the lane at will. Among the 27 ball handlers with at 

least 300 pick-and-roll plays, Teague ranked seventh in efficiency, per Synergy Sports. Because he's not a 

tall point guard, Teague has mastered the floater in the lane to carve out an equalizer, and he has gotten 

much better at drawing contact. 

With vision, quickness and body control, Teague is a modern point guard for a progressive offense. He 

needs to continue to develop his jump shot if he wants to ascend into the top tier of point guards. 

Currently, he occupies a space belowStephen Curry and Chris Paul. At $8 million per year for the next 

two seasons, he's a steal for the Hawks. 

 

 



 

 

 

Kyle Korver 

Position: Forward 

Experience: 12 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Tall shooter permanently in "He's on fire!" mode 

+ Unbelievably deadly in transition; underrated passer and defender 

+ Coming off ankle surgery in May 

Analysis 

Who is more terrifying in transition: LeBron James or Kyle Korver? You might pick James every time, but 

Korver was actually more efficient in the open court. Korver shot a ridiculous 54.2 percent in transition 

last season, but that translates to 75.7 percent once we account for the added value of the 3-pointer. In 

other words, he's so good at hitting 3s on the move that it's essentially a layup for him. James, an 

unstoppable force on the move, effectively shot 69.9 percent in transition, per Synergy tracking. 

You could slice it a thousand ways, and you'd come to the same conclusion: Korver is really good at 

shooting the ball from faraway places. It doesn't really matter how you guard him. He made 42.5 

percent of his 3-pointers when guarded "tight" and 50 percent when guarded "very tight," according to 

NBA.com SportVU tracking. If he gets the ball, you're already dead. 

Korver is so much more than just a shooter, which is why he was a legit All-Star. He dished out 2.9 assists 

and pulled down 4.5 boards per 36 minutes, which are right in line with 2-guard norms -- not something 

you'd expect from an all-time shooter such as Korver. He'll tire out the opposing defender as he darts 

through a web of screens. Defensive RPM considers him a well above average defender. Last season, the 

6-foot-7 Korver blocked Jonas Valanciunas, Amar'e Stoudemireand Elfrid Payton (three times). Keep an 

eye on how Korver looks after breaking his ankle in the playoffs. 

 

 

Thabo Sefolosha 

Position: Guard 

Experience: 9 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Veteran defensive specialist recovering from broken leg 

+ Once a sniper from the corners but not anymore 

+ Can guard either wing position but limited offensively 

Analysis 

Sefolosha's 2014-15 season was cut short after an unfortunate off-court incident with the NYPD left him 



 

 

 

with a broken leg. The Hawks could have used his defensive abilities to spell DeMarre Carroll in the 

Cleveland series, but alas, Sefolosha could only watch while on crutches. 

Broken leg aside, Sefolosha's withering 3-point shot has to be a concern. After being one of the sharpest 

corner shooters in the league, Sefolosha has seen his shooting percentage plummet the past two 

seasons. 

SEFOLOSHA'S FG% ON CORNER 3s 

SEASON TEAM 3FG% 

2011-12 OKC .469 

2012-13 OKC .462 

2013-14 OKC .337 

2014-15 ATL .326 

The hope was that Sefolosha would bounce back after a fluke final season in OKC, but he wasn't able to 

right the ship until December came around. From Dec. 1, Sefolosha shot 39.7 percent from deep. 

No surprise: Sefolosha checked in as the third best defender at his position per RPM, just behind Kawhi 

Leonard and Michael Kidd-Gilchrist. If Sefolosha can get healthy, figure out his 3-point woes and 

maintain his cutting ability, the Carroll departure will be a softer blow. 

 

 

Paul Millsap 

Position: Forward 

Experience: 9 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Skilled bull who can do just about everything on the court 

+ Great passer for a big man with legit 3-point range 

+ Strong defender with great knack for the ball 

Analysis 

Millsap quietly delivered a strong season for the Hawks, who depend on his unselfish playmaking and 

versatility. Millsap has great high-low chemistry withAl Horford, who is similarly skilled as a big man. 

Millsap proved that his 3-point stroke in 2013-14 wasn't an aberration by knocking down 35.6 percent of 

his 216 trifecta attempts. 



 

 

 

Millsap struggled in the postseason for the second straight year, as he shot just 40.7 percent from the 

floor and went cold from downtown. He wields so many weapons as a player, so he can impact the 

game if he can't hit the broadside of a barn with his shot, but his performance in the Cavs series left 

much to be desired. 

Millsap is as good of a power forward as you'll find in the Eastern Conference, thanks to his ability to 

play both sides of the ball. Interestingly enough, the big man finished eighth in the NBA in steal rate and 

can block a shot here and there. Atlanta fans would agree: Millsap is a grown-up Josh Smith. The Hawks 

were wise to reel Millsap away from the Magic, who chased him this offseason. 

 

 

Al Horford 

Position: Center 

Experience: 8 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Smooth big man who possesses skills galore 

+ A 3 in a 5's body; elite passer and shooter 

+ Smart defender who never fouls and is finally healthy 

Analysis 

Horford had been an All-Star before, but last season felt like the moment when game recognized game. 

Horford is a jack of all trades; he can shoot, dribble, pass, defend and lead all at a high level. Where 

Horford improved last season was in his playmaking ability. He tallied a career-high 3.6 assists per 36 

minutes and kept his turnovers to a ridiculously low 1.6 miscues per 36 minutes. 

Horford's kickouts were devastating to opposing defenses. Check out these splits: 

3-POINT FG% BY HORFORD PASS 

 
HORFORD ALL OTHERS 

Teague 45.9 31.9 

Schroder 36.0 35.3 

Carroll 44.7 40.1 

Korver 60.0 47.2 

Millsap 52.0 33.7 



 

 

 

3-POINT FG% BY HORFORD PASS 

 
HORFORD ALL OTHERS 

Source: NBA.com player-tracking data 

All of Horford's top recipients shot better when he was the one feeding them. That's the true sign of a 

facilitator. Horford shot a ridiculous 49.4 percent on long 2s and even stretched out to the corners this 

past season, which made him one of the slickest tall shooters around. 

The Hawks were a top-seven defensive team in 2014-15, and they quieted any doubts that Horford 

could anchor an elite defense at his size. He can't do it alone (Carroll's exit will bite), but he held 

opponents to a cool 49.8 percent at the rim when he was nearby, per NBA.com tracking. With injury 

woes behind him, Horford will get a big payday as a free agent this summer. 

Reserves 

 

 

Tiago Splitter 

Position: Center 

Experience: 5 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Strong big man with no range; the Pele of layups 

+ Not a pick-and-roll or post-up guy 

+ Keeps fouls to a minimum; not a shot-blocker 

Analysis 

Splitter probably won't have much trouble fitting into Budenholzer's pass-happy system, something he 

has been playing in for his whole career in San Antonio, aka Hawks-West. Splitter depends on others to 

create for him, as his post-up game is fairly rudimentary and he has the range of a night light. Last 

season, he made one shot outside of 10 feet, which seems like a clerical error. 

With all the great passers in Atlanta, Splitter will find a home around the basket, where he can be a 

pressure release for the attackers. He can move fairly well, but he doesn't have hops or a jump shot, so 

his ability to score in the pick-and-roll is bankrupt. His value is he's a great finisher around the rim who 

frequents the free-throw line a fair amount (4.2 freebies per 36 minutes). 

Defensively, Splitter will be his most useful as a battery for Al Horford and someone who can play the 4 

or 5. The Hawks never had a paint dweller such as Splitter last season, so it'll be fascinating to see how 

they deploy him. The shot selection of his predecessor, Pero Antic, couldn't be more different, and it 



 

 

 

remains to be seen what Mike Scott's availability will be. Turning 31 in January, the Brazilian isn't a lock 

to improve in his new surroundings. 

 

 

Dennis Schroder 

Position: Guard 

Experience: 2 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Skinny, confident point guard with scorer's mentality 

+ Drives at will and can pound the heck out of the ball 

+ Gets overpowered defensively 

Analysis 

Schroder, who just turned 22, redeemed himself after a dreadful rookie season in which he posted a 5.8 

PER. The German point guard ascended into one of the Hawks' go-to scorers in the playoffs. He wasn't 

quite ready for that role, as he shot 38.6 percent from the floor while posting the highest usage rate on 

the team. 

What's clear is Schroder is immensely talented for his size and age. He's a high-volume driver who can 

create for others and finish around the rim. His drives yielded 22.7 team points per 48 minutes, which 

checked in as the highest rate of any player in the playoff field. He also shot 52.9 percent on those 

drives, also the highest rate among the leaders. 

TEAM POINTS ON DRIVES PER 48 MINS (2015 PLAYOFFS)* 

PLAYER INDFG% TMPTS 

Dennis Schroder 52.9 22.7 

LeBron James 51.1 22.5 

Jeff Teague 45.5 19.4 

James Harden 48.6 16.8 

Derrick Rose 47.9 15.5 

* minimum 10 games 



 

 

 

Schroder ran out of gas by the Eastern Conference playoffs and was basically benched by coach Mike 

Budenholzer after sucking wind in late-game situations. Schroder is a capable passer and can score from 

just about anywhere, but his defense is awful. He posted one of the worst steal rates at his position and 

checked in at 79th out of 84 point guards in defensive RPM. The Hawks will gladly take Schroder's 

production and promise, defensive warts included. 

 

 

Justin Holiday 

Position: Guard 

Experience: 2 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ High-flying defensive specialist with shaky jump shot 

+ Great transition scorer but not in traffic 

+ Has the tools to become next DeMarre Carroll 

Analysis 

Holiday might be the Hawks' most intriguing player this season, as the team tries to fill the void left by 

DeMarre Carroll. The 26-year-old hasn't found a regular role in the NBA, but the Hawks figure to lean on 

him as a 3-and-D option. 

Holiday can fly, but he struggles to improvise when it's not a wide-open dunk. He missed more than half 

his layups and didn't draw fouls at a high rate. He loves to pull up in transition (the Stephen Curry 

effect), but his jumper is unbalanced. When he has his feet set in the corners, he's much more effective. 

Last season, Holiday shot 46.2 in the corners and 28.8 percent on all other 3-pointers. 

On the defensive side of the ball, however, is where he does his most exciting work. His long arms are 

magnets to the ball, as he picked up 2.2 steals per 36 minutes, but he can get a little too aggressive. His 

defensive RPM didn't quite match up with his reputation, but he can be a lockdown defender in the right 

situation. Holiday is far from a finished product, but so was Carroll before he came to Atlanta. 

 

 

Kent Bazemore 

Position: Guard 



 

 

 

Experience: 3 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Lefty corner specialist with tree branches for arms 

+ Elite rebounder for size but needs better handles 

+ Should be a better defender 

Analysis 

It's not a good sign for Bazemore that the Hawks brought a similarly skilled Justin Holiday onto the 

squad. Bazemore is long-limbed and raw offensively, but he worked hard to become a corner threat. He 

made 42.2 percent of his tries in the corners, which made up nearly a quarter of his shot diet. 

The issue with Bazemore is he's not skilled enough to run the occasional pick-and-roll. He can't create 

his own shot and tends to get out of control the moment he sees daylight. He struggles in transition and 

on cuts, which is a waste for someone gifted with a wingspan such as his. 

Bazemore's top skill is his rebounding. He pulled down six rebounds per 36 minutes in both the regular 

season and playoffs. Until he becomes a more versatile scorer, Bazemore will have to compete with 

Holiday for Carroll's minutes. Although he can swat and swipe, his team defense isn't good enough for 

him to be a 3-and-D weapon. Yet. 

 

 

Shelvin Mack 

Position: Guard 

Experience: 4 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Standard veteran backup point guard who fires up 3s 

+ Solid distributor and rebounder; got off to slow start 

+ Returning from June shoulder surgery 

Analysis 

Mack is the store-brand backup point guard. Dennis Schroder took over full-time backup duty, and Mack 

probably is better suited as the third-string point man. 

Mack isn't quite good enough to justify the high volume of 3-pointers, but he can orchestrate a second-

unit offense with adequate precision. He shot 31.5 percent from deep last season, but that was marred 

by a rough start to the season. He can get into the paint and finish, but he's not nearly as slithery as his 

superiors in Atlanta. 

Mack is strong and loves to launch deep 3s. Consider him a poor man's Kyle Lowry, but without all the 

charge-taking and attitude. Mack underwent shoulder surgery in June, which could make for another 



 

 

 

slow start to the season. With Schroder in tow, Mack shouldn't be rushed into more than a 10-minute 

role. 

 

 

Mike Muscala 

Position: Forward 

Experience: 2 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Scoring big man with 3-point range 

+ Much improved after rough rookie season; good touch around rim 

+ Can play 4 or 5 but needs to continue getting stronger 

Analysis 

The second-round pick from Bucknell enjoyed a breakout sophomore season as a rotation player for a 

60-win team. He posted an 18.0 PER last season, which is a vast improvement over his rookie season, 

when he could barely get garbage time. 

Because of his smooth jumper and rebounding instincts, Muscala proved he can play in the NBA. He shot 

9-of-22 from 3-point range, mostly from the corners, and became less dependent on pick-and-pops. He 

has no post-up game to speak of, but he makes hay by ducking in and getting easy buckets around the 

rim. He has good enough hands to be a rim-runner, but he's much more comfortable hitting jumpers. 

He's not strong enough to be a full-time center, but he'll provide nice depth for the Hawks behind Tiago 

Splitter and Al Horford. 

 

 

Mike Scott 

Position: Forward 

Experience: 3 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Soft stretch 4 who plays only one side of the floor 

+ Good spacer who loves top of the key but a horrid rebounder 

+ Historically bad shot-blocker who just wants to shoot 



 

 

 

Analysis 

Scott was in the headlines for the wrong reasons this summer, as he admitted to two charges of felony 

possession of MDMA (molly) and marijuana. He didn't put up much of a fight in his confession, which is a 

lot like his defense in the NBA. 

Scott really is a spot-up small forward who plays at the 4 position. His value comes from his solid 34.4 

percentage on 3-pointers (mostly from the top of the key), but he pulled down just 6.4 rebounds every 

36 minutes. He blocked just three shots in 68 games, which continued his laughably bad block-rate track 

record. Only Jason Kapono and Phil Hubbard have worse block rates by a 6-foot-8 player in NBA history. 

Scott is a nice spark plug on the offensive end, but he's outmatched as a defender underneath. We'll see 

how he bounces back from legal troubles. 

 

 

Tim Hardaway Jr. 

Position: Guard 

Experience: 2 years 

2014-15 stats 

Scouting report 

+ Shameless gunner who plays matador defense 

+ Horrific in left corner; unwilling passer; solid from wings 

+ Just doesn't care about defense 

Analysis 

This will be Mike Budenholzer's biggest challenge yet. Hardaway comes to the Hawks after they traded 

the 19th pick to the New York Knicks, but it's a bizarre fit for the Hawks. Phil Jackson called out 

Hardaway for his destructive defense last season, and it's easy to see why. 

Hardaway registered just 20 steals in 1,681 minutes, which gave him the third-worst steal rate of all time 

for a guard (minimum 1,000 minutes). Only 2011-12Anthony Morrow and 2006-07 Trenton 

Hassell created fewer turnovers. Real plus-minus graded him as the sixth-worst defender among 

shooting guards. 

He thinks he's fellow Wolverine Jamal Crawford, but Hardaway Jr. doesn't have half the scoring talent. 

Hardaway shot 38.9 percent from the floor and an acceptable 34.2 percent from downtown. Somehow, 

he missed 30 of his 39 tries from the left corner and went 0-for-10 from the left baseline. Maybe a 

change of scenery will do him some good. 

 

Walter Tavares 

Position: Center 



 

 

 

Experience: Rookie 

2014 draft profile 

Scouting report 

+ Giant among giants who performed well in Europe 

+ Still raw as a scorer; moves like baby giraffe 

+ Spent the past season in Spain, where he was first-team All-Eurocup 

Analysis 

Tavares, 23, could be the biggest player in the NBA next season. He's 7-foot-3 with a freakish wingspan 

and has played basketball for just six years. He's still a long-term project, but he played well in Spain for 

Gran Canaria. He averaged 8.3 points and 7.9 points along with 1.8 blocks and 2.5 fouls for the club -- 

not bad, considering he is still learning the game of basketball. 

Can he help the Hawks next season? That's a long shot. He looked outmatched in the Las Vegas Summer 

League, as he fouled at least five times in four of his six games. He's still learning how to leverage his 

limitless limbs and score on the block. In nine post-ups in Vegas, he scored once and turned the ball over 

four times. That wasn't against NBA competition. 

Tavares is very much a work in progress, but everyone will be quietly watching in slight terror. 

 

Lamar Patterson 

Position: Guard 

Experience: Rookie 

2014 draft profile 

Scouting report 

+ Playmaking wing who played overseas in Turkey the previous season 

+ Strong but not explosive to be a slasher 

+ Has to get in better shape to make it 

Analysis 

Patterson was a 2014 second-round stash for the Hawks and played the previous season in Turkey. He 

was a standout senior at Pittsburgh and finished second-team All-ACC, but questions about his 

quickness and conditioning have kept him overseas. 

Patterson posted solid shooting marks while playing for Tofas, where he shot 35.3 percent on 3-pointers 

and 50 percent from the floor. He's going to have to prove he can hit NBA range after a ho-hum season 

overseas. Although he was a distributor at Pitt, Patterson probably isn't quick enough to become a 

combo guard in the NBA. 

Patterson did fine at summer league. He averaged 13.1 points and 5.1 rebounds in seven games, but he 

was several years older than most of the competition. He needed to dominate, not coast like he did, to 

wow scouts. 

 

Terran Petteway 

Position: Forward 



 

 

 

Experience: Rookie 

2015 draft profile 

Scouting report 

+ Skinny, high-volume gunner who needs to sharpen jumper 

+ Not particularly explosive; better in up-tempo 

+ Older for a rookie 

Analysis 

Petteway was the subject of a heartbreaking story by Grantland's Jonathan Abrams about the Nebraska 

star's coping after losing his mother to cancer in April. He's 22, which makes him a bit old for a rookie, 

but he was a high-volume scorer at Nebraska and probably topped out as a college prospect. 

He's a skinny wing who loves to pull up for a jumper, but he can't hit them with regularity. He shot just 

31.3 percent on 3-pointers but launched more than 200 of them. He didn't do any better at summer 

league, where he shot just 39 percent overall and 28.2 percent from deep. 

It's tough to see where he fits in Atlanta with Holiday and Bazemore on the roster. The Hawks are 

championship contenders demanding efficient players. At this point, it doesn't seem Petteway is ready 

for that quite yet. 

  


